
How to be resilient 
in a world of change



Introduction



Introduction – a bumpy ride



Resilience definition (these slides 
are available)

‘The ability to anticipate, withstand 
and bounce back from external 
pressures and shocks’ (UNICEF, 
2011)

‘The ability to make the best of any 
situation’ (Timmins, 2017, p.26)



Name someone who has 
shown resilience during 
the pandemic. What 
makes them resilient? 



Resilience is not static

It can be developed, enhanced 
and maintained



How can we strengthen 
resilience in ourselves 
and others? (Research)



Christmas gift?



Rating your resilience



Physical

Emotional

Cognitive 
& Creative

Spiritual

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Security 
It is easier to be resilient if we feel that we are living in a relatively secure location. If 
we live in an insecure context (such as a war zone) a lot of our energy may be taken 
monitoring and evaluating our situation. Daily life can take a lot of effort, and the 
stress may have a physical impact on us (for example causing sleeping problems). 
Good security awareness and training can reduce our anxiety and enhance resilience 
in an insecure environment. 
 

          SOCIAL AND SYSTEMIC 
 
FAMILY  FRIENDS  COLLEAGUES MENTORS 
 
 
 
SECURITY  FINANCE  CLIMATE  GOVERNMENT &  
   & WORK     POLICIES 
 
 
 
LIVING  CULTURE  CHURCH/   TEAM & 
CONDITIONS    ORGANISATION COMMUNITY 
 



Spiritual resilience (a) Sense of 
hope. What gives you hope?



(b)Sense of purpose e.g.

� Work (e.g. nursing, teaching) 
� Family life

� Caring for children/ parents/ others

� NHS volunteers; shop for neighbours
� Serving (e.g. food bank; charity)

� Generosity
� Social action (e.g. about climate change)

� Clap day?



Sense of purpose

Being outwardly focussed and helping 
others may provide sense of purpose 
and increase resilience



(c)Forgiveness

Forgiveness helps people 
recover physically, 
emotionally, and mentally, 
compared to holding on to 
hostility and resentment 
(Luskin, 2002).



(d) Gratitude

Gratitude is associated with 
greater happiness, better 
sleep, more energy & better 
health (Emmons, 2008).

Boys, burglars and bird poo…



(e) Experiencing nature increases 
sense of hardiness and self-efficacy 
(Davis, 2008)



(f)Silence/ stillness/ mindfulness

�Awareness, slowing down & 
meditation(‘mindfulness’) have 
been associated with improved 
mental health (Baer, 2003). 

�Silence may help reduce blood 
pressure and heart rate, and lower 
arousal (Larsen & Galletly, 2006).



(h) Fellowship - Being part of a 
community



How has COVID-19 affected your 
resilience in these areas? Could 
any of these ideas help?

�Hope Nature
�Purpose Mindfulness
�Forgiveness Community
�Gratitude



Physical resilience: Health 
research

� Chronic stress has a negative impact on health
� Regular exercise is associated with mental 

health benefits (Salmon, 2001)



•We benefit from sufficient 
rest, breaks and holidays

•We need to allow a MARGIN 
of energy so that we have 
some left to deal with any 
emergencies or unplanned 
events





Sleep deprivation 
decreases resilience 
(Leproult et al., 1997).



Tips to help with sleeping

�Sleep Apps 
https://www.nhs.uk/apps-
library/category/sleep/

�Sleepio and other apps

https://www.nhs.uk/apps-library/category/sleep/


Healthy behaviours 
• Healthy eating, and drinking 

water
• Alcohol is a depressant and a 

stimulant 



How has COVID-19 affected your 
resilience in these areas? Could 
any of these ideas help?

�Sleep, rest
�Exercise
�Healthy eating
�Not excessive alcohol
�Get health problems treated



Emotional health



Crying and mourning can be good!

�You can cry (or feel low) 
and still be resilient

�Tears are healthy – they 
let a stress hormone out 
of your body



Free counselling for anyone 
bereaved during COVID, and for 
NHS and care home staff

�https://www.acc-uk.org/

https://www.acc-uk.org/


Laughing/ smiling/ enjoyment can be 
good too!
Enjoy the little things in life
Smile
Laugh, humour
Dance, jump
Sing, celebrate
Play

Show your enjoyment



Cultivate a positive emotional 
state

Cultivate contentment: ‘I have 
learned the secret of being 
content in any and every 
situation, whether well fed or 
hungry, whether living in plenty 
or in want. I can do everything 
through him who gives me 
strength’. (Phil. 4: 11)



Emotional good health

�Not consumed by low self-
esteem, lack of confidence 
etc.



Express feelings
appropriately
�Talk or write about them
�Pray
�Be creative
�Wait for them to pass
�Seek therapy/ medical 
help if needed (e.g. 
depression, anxiety)



• How has your emotional health 
been affected by the lockdown? Is 
there anything that would help?



COGNITIVE AND CREATIVE
What we think determines how 
we cope

‘I was not completely captive because 
my mind could take me out of my 
captivity’. (Terry Waite, hostage)

Used his mind to think about family; 
focus on pleasant memories; write a 
book in his head to prevent boredom; 
pray



Dreading a lockdown winter? 
Think like a Norwegian
�Embrace the challenge – positive 

mindset
�Find positives (e.g. cosy fire/ duvet 

& hot chocolate)
�Seek out beauty
�Winter brings many wonderful 

seasonal changes



Cognitive domain:
Problem solving research

Problem-solving skills are  good 
for our mental health (Cuijpers 
et al., 2007)



You could take a problem you’re 
facing and:
1. Identify problem early
2. Define it accurately
3. Consider many solutions
4. Think through pros and cons of 

each 
5. Choose best solution(s)
6. Try it out
7. Evaluate the process



Flexibility: resilient people can 
cope with change
�It helps to have a flexible mind 

– to be able to change the plan.
� Keep your mind active
�Have a plan B



You could challenge unhelpful 
thoughts 

� Deal with unhelpful thoughts: Is it true 
and does it matter?

� Beware of any unhelpful expectations (of 
and from yourself or others) – I can’t do 
more than my best



Creativity is included here too
�People can express their 

emotions in words (poetry/ 
prose/ journaling), doodling, 
drawing, craftwork, 
sculpture, clay/ plasticine, 
photography, all forms of 
art, dance, play, music, 
baking/ cooking, gardening, 
sewing/ knitting etc



Creativity

� Creative activities (e.g. painting) help us 
form new connections in the brain, 
improving our cognitive functioning

� Colouring can help us relax, shifting us 
into a more child-like state of mind 
(relaxed)



IMAGINATION

�The (exaggerated) stories 
you’ll tell your 
grandchildren… we were all 
locked in our homes…



How can your thoughts and 
creativity help at this time?



Social domain: 
Social support research

Social support reduces the risk of 
mental health problems



Social & environmental resilience

Resilience is not just within a 
person; it is determined by what 
happens between people



Social and environmental aspects

� Healthy marriage or healthy 
singleness

�Time for family and friends 
�Build a strong support network
�Resolve conflicts
�Healthy teams with good 

leadership



The environment

� Security
� Finance & work

� Government & policies

� Climate
� Living conditions

� Culture
� Church / organisation

� Team & community



Looking after a resilient earth
� Reducing carbon footprint – flights, 

car journeys

� Buying 2nd hand / sustainable goods

� Reducing single-use plastics
� Reuse and recycle

� Planting trees and plants
� Considering what we eat, and reducing 

food waste 

� Using less (hot) water
� Keep thermostat lower

� Use renewable energy
� Speak up





Questions and comments
Share what you’ve found helpful


